[Nasal bone biometry in the second trimester of gestation].
To determine physiological variability range of the analyzed biometrical parameters and to establish optimal circumstances for fetal nasal ultrasound biometry. To evaluate preliminarily the value of fetal nasal biometry in the screening for aneuploidy. Ultrasound measurement of nasal bones length and nasal width in healthy fetuses and in fetuses with common aneuploidies. Measurements of the analyzed parameters were undertaken in 681 euploid fetuses and 9 fetuses with common aneuploidies. Nasal bones length was measured with accordance to the same set of rules as determined by Cicero et al. in their publication relating to the first trimester nasal bones assessment. Nasal width was measured in the coronal plane between the alae. Relationship between the examined parameters and gestational age was described. The normal variability range of the analyzed parameters was determined and percentile charts created. In three out of five examined fetuses with trisomy 21 the nasal bones length was below the 5th percentile. In one out of five trisomy 21 fetuses the nasal width was over the 95th percentile. Regrettably the paucity of data obtained from affected fetuses does not allow drawing statistically founded conclusions. Fetal nasal biometry seems to be a valuable screening marker of trisomy 21 in the second trimester, requiring further studies.